
remove reverberation in a highly aesthetic way

The unVerb line of interior components is 
designed to enhance your spaces. From wall 

hangings to ceiling tiles, choices in shapes and 
colors bring life into your building architecture.

The need to control sound exists in offices, 
shared work spaces, theatre and media rooms, 
broadcast and recording facilities, as well as 

public eateries and bars.  Our products offer a 
varying amount of sound absorption. The use of 
non-woven fibers in various shapes allow your 

designers to control reverberations. unVerb 
materials do not include fiberglass but meet Class 

A fire ratings. 

All shapes of ceiling tiles fit standard 2ʼ by 2ʼ 
grids. With the help of our in-house designers, we 

can help you create grid patterns that enhance 
the look and feel of your space.

www.unverbacoustics.com
e: order@unverbacoustics.com
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Flat surface ceiling tiles create a clean, 
crisp aesthetic that is cost-e�ective, 
easy to install and enhances the look 
and feel of your building’s interior.

Our material provides superior noise 
absorption while being highly resistant 
to mold, mildew, and stains.  These 
unique ceiling tiles will not drop dust, 
are washable, and extremely durable.

Flat tiles are available in the
following depths:

1 Inch Flat Recessed

1/4 Inch Flat Recessed
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In-Stock Shades
White          |          Light Grey     |          Charcoal          |          Black
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Linear Wave

Diagonal Wave

Creating a rolling wave the length or width of your room. The perfect 
parabolic curve lifts and falls 3” (7.5 mm).

To further obscure the traditional grid, apply the parabolic curve diagonally.
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Snakes & Circles
All the functionality of the basic �ats with two added raised ribs. Placement 
can form two circles, snake across a room diagonally, or create a track back 
onto itself.

Quad Circle
Arrange four quarter slopes for a deep large circle.

Raised Diamond
                 The dropped diamond matches the geometry of the raised diamond, 

keeping your eye on the design and not the track system.

Deep Dish
Repeating, Circular Pattern
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Product Description
unVerb ceiling and wall tiles provide a highly di�erentiated solution than 
traditional �at mineral �ber tiles. The material and design o�ers bene�ts to 
installers, facility owners, designers, and space occupants alike.

Introduction
unVerb is a design centric line of acoustic ceiling tiles. 24” square grids remain the 
most common infrastructure for commercial building spaces and unVerb tiles are 
drop in replacements. For new construction, unVerb gives a designer visual 
choices to transform a grid system in three dimensions. As replacements, previous 
tiles can stay in place with unVerb simply being installed underneath.

Tiles are 100% non-woven PET �bers. Up to 50% of the material is recycled 
content. The design, raw material, and manufacturing are domestic from Indiana.

Claims
unVerb tiles have the following bene�ts over mineral �ber alternatives.

 a.  Flexible and Non-Breakable: Unlike mineral �ber tiles, these won’t  
 break or drop dust during shipping and installation. The tiles can be bent  
 while lifting above the grid for easy installation.

 b.  Mold and Mildew Resistant: This o�ers healthcare, restaurants, and  
 other aesthetically clean environments a peace of mind.

 c.  Stain Resistant and Cleanable: If water or iron stains develop, the tiles  
 do not need replaced.  Simply remove and wash under water. Return to  
 service and tiles will dry out.  Occupants enjoy a visually cleaner
 environment with facility maintenance not needing to stock dissimilar  
 tiles for replacement.

 d.  Acoustic: The simple �at surface tiles achieve an NRC of .75.
 Performance improves with shapes.

 e.  Aesthetically Pleasing: The heathering and color choices are
 distinguishably pleasing. The shapes o�er a means to lessen the square  
 grid visual.

 f.  Recycled Content: PET is one of the most easily recycled plastics. Up to  
 50% of the raw material is recycled content, most commonly from clear  
 water bottles.
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